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Help Santa pick up presents on the trail! The more gifts you collect, the higher your score! You can also buy new characters and
sledge in the shop!

Merry Christmas !

 Features:

■ A very slippery slope!
■ Pretty decorations!

■ A store with no less than 15 characters and 36 sleds!
■ Infinite levels and completely random!

■ A nice ambient music!
■ Addictive gameplay!
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Boost is great! Oh, and the toppers and banners are nice too. Kinda wish there was a home run goal explosion.... Well, that was a
waste of my life... a good ten minutes I'll never get back. Don't waste your money--even though it's only 2 dollars. Buy a yoyo
instead... It's much more interesting.. the ai is very broken. A part of me almost liked this game because it has a better design
than GundeadliGne/Gundemonium, but Ironically, this game is harder...at least at the first boss because I can never seem to
survive him (I've never had to work so hard to damage a part of a boss in a shmup and not even come halfway close to
destroying it). I would play better with a joystick (I had to use the keybord unfortunately), so I might like it better then, but this
games look is not appearling to me, and I'm sick of hearing "ike, Ikkemas!" everytime I die. Just get an MAME emulator and
play ESP Ra.de and DoDonPachi.. Crappy cash grab on a game with a crappy mechanic (the Batmobile) that quite literally ruins
the game.. Shoot the ball into the ever advancing line of balls to match colors and prevent the line from reaching your end.
There's powerups, bosses and a lot of exploding colorful balls.
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I've really enjoyed the gameplay but the menu setup means you'll end up accidentally restarting your game. Did it twice now, not
gonna finish cause of it.. Short, but Funny!. This is not really a recommendation, in fact, it's the opposite! Don't buy this game!
It'll be the worst decision you'll ever make!. This is my favorite DLC for Empire. Playing as the US, I got tired of London
constantly declaring war on me, so I sailed over the pond and quickly annexed England. Naturally, the other Britonnians weren't
too pleased with me, and seeing as how they held Scotland And Ireland in addition to four powerful navies still in those docks
(Strange, I came up from the south with my fleet and landed my army, they never caught my fleet as it fled back west), I knew
that any chance of holding London was to dig in and declare war with the bluff of threatening Scotland.
This in itself worked out to my advantage, as they took the bait, allowing me to replenish my troops quell the populace and draw
forth regiment upon regiment of stalwart newly minted "American Englishmen" to help secure my half of the Island. Depositing
Pulaski's cavalry (Excellent shock value if you charge them from behind) with 8 support cavalry regiments onto the island, I
moved them up north and sent a force compromising of my general, 2 regiments of US Marines, 6 regiments of Guards, the
New York, the Delaware, 2 units of rangers and the rest line infantry to straddle the area outside of the Scotland provinces
capital and establish a fort. Upgrading that fort to have artillery forts surrounding the main fort, I moved up my cavalry force so
it was inside the reinforcement zone, and then moved up 12 regiments of line infantry to support it.
Britain declared war on me 2 turns later as I finished off both the Iriquois, Choctaw, the forces of Spain in the continental US,
Mexico (MEXICO!!! I didn't even KNOW that Mexico could be formed! As soon as their nation was created, I was so
overjoyed I sailed over and killed them off) and the remnants of Britain provinces in Canada.

They attacked my fort in England with 4 armies comprising of over 7400 men while I was defending with a paltrier 5200.
My US Marines saved the day, holding off the northern wall as over 800 men attempted to assault 2 regiments of 120 men. The
Line infantry broke and retreated over the corpses of their comrades back to the Union Jack's lines, as the enemy guard
advanced under withering musket fire and percussion shells desperately being fired in their direction. As they climbed the wall,
they met the fierce charge of continental Marines angrily bayoneting them, remember my previous assault on London which
cost me a whole regiment of Marines when I attempted to scale the walls with Line Infantry and Marines.

The final tally was 600 dead enemies to my 221 Marines. One regiment had only 16 men left, the other only 3, yet with my
general and Guards in close proximity along with their integrity they never retreated. Oorah!

I heartily suggest this pack if you love Marines, or just seeing hordes of corpses surrounding your units. You could bum rush
them with line infantry, but really? Would you REALLY NOT use Marines if they were available?. This game has that fresh
new experience that indies are made to deliver. The levels are just the right amount in length and not too easy nor too difficult to
solve, especially when you correctly use the bonus items you get from trapping spiders. It has good replayability considering that
the levels are randomly generated each time you start a new game, so you are always solving new mazes. It does require a system
with reasonable graphics capability, so my low-spec laptop was borderline but my desktop with dedicated video card had no
issues.. Entire Series of Enigamtis is like Lord of the rings type cool movie series, I really love how great details are put into
story.Its better to enjoy and understand if you play first 2 games of series before this one.
Pros:- Locations are excellent
Graphics are awesome as usual.
Characters are good, I really didnt enjoy Fang character,she was supposed to be something really important but didn't have
much to do.
Mini games & puzzle are best.it is definately not your same old puzzle game.
Unique part of this game is that it feels like you are litteraly in game, specially when plane crash and deteective trying to save
herself and rick & also when she is crossing bridge with balance on wood.

Cons:- Compare to Other Enigmatis game i felt 3rd is very short when it comes to time duration.maybe its just me. I m just sad
that this series is over.

P.S:- Why can't Artifex Mundi put so much details storywise, locationwise,graphics wise in all their games.Engimatis and Grim
legends Series are best and my most fav games of Artifex & Everytime after playing this game when i play other games of
artifex i felt let down with their work.

I hope Artifex soon create another awesome series.. Cool little gardening\/tamagochi game. More like a mobile game.
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